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Exploring the big opportunities and challenges facing 
organisations in 2022

State of the Sector 2021/22 report findings
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We help people feel 
different about work.
From transforming workplace culture to championing the 
physical, emotional, career and financial wellbeing of 
employees, everything we do is linked to a strategic 
business objective—and designed to elevate every aspect 
of the employee experience.

• Purpose, vision and values
• Culture and ways of working
• Digital engagement

• Change and transformation
• Campaigns

www.ajg.com/employeeexperience



More than a decade of insights

The emergence 
of digital channels

While face-to-face continued 
to dominate the internal 
communication channel 

landscape, digital channels 
slowly started to expand 
beyond the use of email 

announcements 
and intranet

Professional 
confidence rises

As employee communication 
pros earned the respect of 
leadership teams, practices 
became more professional 

and content evolved to reflect 
this —the rise of all things 
digital bolstered that big-

picture thinking

Noisy 
organisations

As a result of multiple digital 
channels flooding the 

communication space, the 
sheer amount of messaging 
became overwhelming for 

employees and engagement 
took a hit

The shock of
the new

Hybrid working, employee 
burn out, the Great 

Resignation… Internal 
communicators have become 

integral to mitigating the 
fallout and preserving 

employee and organisational 
wellbeing

Talking tactics
Understanding how 

practitioners made their 
voices heard was our primary 

objective in the first few 
editions — and tactics and 

channels were our key 
areas of focus

The rise of 
social networks

Collaboration and knowledge 
sharing were on the radar this 

year and the challenge of 
establishing decent two-way 

communication channels 
was big news

The Office 
365 effect

Communication teams 
struggled to incorporate IT-
backed Microsoft products 

into their channel framework, 
leading to poor governance 

and confused user proposition

Prioritizing people
A shift from focusing on digital 

strategies to the people 
agenda was a definite sign of 

the times — as was a 
stronger focus on wellbeing, 

flexible working and improved 
crisis comms protocols

2008 2012 2014 2016 20182017 20222020
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1,300+ respondents

Supported by…

38% United States
8% Canada

27% United Kingdom 6% Australia &
New Zealand



Building our internal 
communication 

function

29%
Improving impact 
measurement and 

evaluation

26%
Enhancing 

leadership visibility

26%

Developing our 
communication 

strategy and tone 
of voice

26%
Developing / 

implementing our 
employee value 

proposition (EVP)

23%

Introducing new 
digital / social 

channels

14%

Developing a 
business case for 
more resources

11% Personal 
development

10%

What are 
your three top 
priorities for 2022?

Engaging teams 
around purpose, 
strategy, values

Adapting our 
channel strategy 
to hybrid working

Enhancing 
people manager 
communication

53%

39%

31%



2022 
challenges
What are your top three challenges for 2022?

37% Disengaged employees

32% Lack of capacity / human                            
resource in my team

27% Lack of analytics / measurement



Our agenda today

Are organisations
creating clarity and 
understanding?

Are we leveraging the full 
potential of the employee 
experience concept?

Are organisations adjusting 
their channel and engagement 
strategies?



Purpose 
and strategy
Is internal communication 
driving understanding?



Dealing with 
change
What, if any, change programs 
does your organisation have 
planned for 2022?

Process / ways of working change –
future of work, flexible ways of working, 
new ways of working

Culture change – values, behaviors
and leadership styles

System and technology change – new 
information and collaboration tools, 
digital experience

56%

39%

36%

…and 7% have no change planned.



Broadening scope
To what extent do you agree with the following statements regarding your organisation’s…

D&I strategy ESG strategy

We feature diverse voices 
in our communications65%

My organisation has a credible 
D&I narrative to share internally61%

Our leaders talk about D&I regularly55%

Our employees care about our 
commitments to reduce our 
impact on the environment

77%

The sustainability imperative will 
change my organisation’s operating 
model significantly in the near future

56%

My organisation has developed 
a compelling ESG narrative

50%



What role for 
communicators?
Thinking of your relationship with the 
leadership team specifically, to what 
extent do you agree with the following?

Internal communicators...

…actively craft the corporate narrative 
around vision, strategy and values84%

…shape our tone of voice and influence 
how leaders talk to our people81%

…provide coaching to the leadership team 
and help them to find their personal style63%



What about impact?
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How would you rate your people’s 
understanding of the following?

(Total of ‘Excellent’ and ‘Good’)

Purpose 
and vision

63%

Business
strategy

47%

How they contribute 
to your purpose and 

strategy

41%



organisational listening 
Which of the following listening channels have you used in the past 12 months 
to collect employees’ views and feedback?



Employee 
experience
Are you encapsulating 
everything employees think, feel 
and see?
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Purpose, strategy 
and culture

What you believe in, where 
you’re going and how it 

‘feels’ to work here

Wellbeing
How you support your 

people’s physical, 
mental, financial and 

social wellbeing

Rewards, 
recognition & 

benefits
What employees ‘get’ for 

their efforts, expertise 
and loyalty

Communication 
& change 

experience
How you engage and 
bring people on the 

journey

Ways of working 
and environment

How your people are 
equipped to do

their work

Career
How you support 
professional and 
personal growth

The influencers 
of EX



Elevating the conversation
What do you think resonates most with leaders when discussing the benefits 
of internal communication and employee experience?



View from the top
Is the employee experience (EX) discussed at the C-suite 
level in your organisation?

Yes - but our EX hasn’t 
been formalized yet

Yes - there’s a clear 
mandate from the top to 
drive this

No - not really

I’m not sure



Driving the employee experience

37%
have no formal group, but a 
high level of collaboration 

between departments

19%
have a cross-department 

working group in charge of 
driving EX

44%
admit collaboration between 

departments around EX 
is limited



Hybrid 
working
Are organisations adjusting 
their strategies?



39%
named adapting their channel strategy 
to hybrid working as a priority for 2022



Hybrid engagement
How would you rate your current channels’ ability to do the following?
Total ‘Very good’ and ‘Quite good’

Belonging

Innovation

Engagement

Collaboration

Reach

Two-way dialogue

80% 69% 62%

56% 54% 45%



19%
have completed a

review of
their channels

34%
are still in the process of 

reviewing this

And 5% don’t know!

10%
are waiting to see
how the situation

evolves

20%
believe their channels 

and engagement 
strategy are fit for 

purpose

12%
admit they should be 

reviewing this, but that this 
is not a priority

How far are we on the journey?



What’s changed in channels?

Posters, banners, 
noticeboards down at 
44% (from 63%)

Employee magazines 
down at 16% (26% in 
organisations with 
10,000+ people)

31% now use mobile 
apps (up from 24% in 
2021 and 16% in 2020) 

Use of virtual 
conferences and town 
halls for all employees 
(76%) higher than that 
of virtual conferences 
and town halls for 
people managers (60%)

Environmental channels Content Digital Face-to-face



Unachieved potential 
Is it possible for employees in your organisation to choose how they receive communications 
(e.g. subscription / preference centres, etc.)? 



People managers as communicators

35%
rely on people managers 
EXTENSIVELY to share 

corporate messages

54%
expect them to 

REINFORCE corporate 
messages

8%
prefer people to have 

direct access to corporate 
information with NO 

intermediary

3%
are unsure



Increasing expectations

37%
say expectations have 

increased 
SIGNIFICANTLY

44%
say expectations have 

increased A LITTLE

15%
say it’s stayed the 

same

4%
are unsure



What support?
To what extend do you agree with the following statements?

People managers 
are equipped with 

corporate messages

People managers are 
treated as a proper 

communication 
channel

We make it easy for 
people managers to 

share team 
members' feedback

People managers 
have access to 
communication 

training

68% 63% 46% 34%



Key learnings



Defined purpose and strategy

Clear narrative

Open dialogue and collaboration

Insight, measurement and evaluation

Influence change and transformation

Become a trusted advisor 

World-class communication highlights



Key learnings

Striving for 
better
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